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Chancellor Jack Weiss

Anna, family members, colleagues, friends, and admirers of Professor Litvinoff:

ore than one hundred years ago, on the death of the great English legal scholar and
historian F.W. Maitland, Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote:

“One is almost ashamed to praise a dead master for what he did in a field where
he was acknowledged to be supreme … Still, there is a pleasure in bearing one’s
testimony … and thus in justifying the imagination of posthumous power on
which all idealists and men not seeking the immediate rewards of success must
live.”

Saúl Litvinoff was such a master. Today provides us, in Holmes’ words, with a chance to bear
testimony to the “posthumous power” of his work and his life.

It is difficult to imagine an LSU Law Center without Saúl Litvinoff among us. Tuesday
morning was the first day we have been LSU Law without Saúl since 1965. Ten of our faculty
colleagues had not even been born when Saúl arrived on campus. Others of us, now in our
sixties and many now grandparents, were still in our teens. I dare say, though, that as long as
Don Saúl’s reign may have been, the longevity of his stay with us was only a part, and really
something of a minor part, of what made him unique.

To be sure, like a great poet or novelist, the length of the work matters, and adds to its gravity,
but it was the quality, the authenticity, and the originality of the work and, in this case, the
man that matters most.

As influential, probing, progressive and even enduring as Saúl’s stewardship of the Civil Code
and his scholarship may have been, (and which others are far better able to assess than I), it
was the man himself that placed so indelible a mark on our law school, Saúl’s students, his
faculty colleagues, and all he touched during his long academic career.
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When we celebrated the Year of Litvinoff last year, and
heard from friends who knew him well, over and over we
heard of Saúl’s “wit,” his “elegance,” and his “style.” He had
an encyclopedic knowledge of nearly all things cultural and
historical, not to mention legal. His self-mocking humor
was unmatched, as witness his wry statement, on the day the
Haymon family honored him with an endowed professor-
ship in his name, that he first came to Baton Rouge as a
“tango instructor.”

In fact, let’s face it, the Great Litvinoff, as Cheney called
him (to his face, I might add), was nothing if he was not a
showman, an intellectual magician pulling legal rabbits out
of the hat for an audience of awestruck law students.

But this was not the frivolous magic of silk handkerchiefs and disappearing balls (although a
few inattentive students may have found themselves sawed in half ). No, this was the magic of
a great mind demonstrating before the very eyes of neophyte lawyers just what a feast could
be theirs if they applied themselves diligently and imaginatively to the study of law.

Saúl embodied the excitement of the law, and of all learning. The Great Litvinoff ’s classes
were a kind of carnival of the legal mind, and he was the impresario of the show.

How many former students of all ages have we heard recount Saúl’s legendary first classes
in Contracts—taught wholly without text or notes but demonstrating to a hushed 1L
amphitheatre his near perfect memory of the Code and the cases assigned?

Saul’s awe-inspiring mastery of the classroom calls to mind Keats’ famous words of admiration
for the Homeric translations of Elizabethan playwright George Chapman:

“Yet did I never breathe its pure serene
Till I heard Chapman speak out loud and bold:
Then felt I like some watcher of the skies
When a new planet swims into his ken;
Or like stout Cortez, when with eagle eyes
He stared at the Pacific—and all his men
Look’d at each other with a wild surmise—
Silent, upon a peak in Darien.”
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As many of you may know, it was Saúl’s expressed wish to
“die in the saddle.” He wanted, literally, to draw his last
breath teaching in a classroom. And he came about as close
to doing that as Vice Chancellor Joseph, a.k.a. “Chenito,”
would allow. Only a few short months elapsed between Don
Saúl’s last classroom appearance and his death last week.
He taught and taught and taught until there was simply
nothing left in the tank. And that is as he wished it. There
was no simple bowing to the inevitable, but a fight and a
desire to keep teaching, to keep opening vistas for his
students, until the end.

Earlier I mentioned Holmes’ words on the death of Maitland. Chief Justice Hughes, on the
occasion of Holmes’ own death, in his nineties and after more than thirty years’ service on
the Court, said:

“The most beautiful and the rarest thing in the world is a complete human life,
unmarred, unified by intelligent purpose and uninterrupted accomplishment,
blessed by great talent employed in the worthiest activities, with a deserving
fame never dimmed and always growing. Such a rarely beautiful life is that of
Mr. Justice Holmes.”

Anna, members of the Litvinoff family, friends, and colleagues, the Law Center joins with
you today in celebrating the “complete human life,” the “rarely beautiful human life,” and of
course the wholly original and never to be replicated life of our late colleague, Boyd Professor
of Law Emeritus Saúl Litvinoff.
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